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The past several months have been a trying time for all of us due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Back in March as the virus began spreading rapidly, airlines began
canceling flights, churches were closing their buildings, restaurants and
businesses began closing, and states were closing down completely. YouthReach Gulf Coast, where we volunteer regularly, went into quarantine. This
meant staff and residents did not leave the property and volunteers were
not allowed out there in order to protect them. We canceled all of our travel
arrangements for the next several months since there was so much uncertainty.
At the time, we were doing our homeless outreaches once a month. We began
seeking the Lord for what it was He wanted us to do. He said to focus locally.
So, we delivered produce to families in need and helped the elderly who could
not leave their homes. With most churches and centers closed, the homeless
community now had very few resources. Many people no longer were rolling
their windows down to help them even due to fear of getting sick. The Lord
instructed us to begin doing our outreaches on a weekly basis since the need
was so great. So, we broke our team up into two days (Tuesdays and Sundays)
and hit the streets twice a week to provide home-cooked meals, hygiene, tarps,
tents, blankets, and bicycles. We operated in both faith and wisdom, following
the authority’s guidelines by wearing masks & gloves and keeping a 6-foot
distance. We also walked in the blood of Jesus as our protector. We saw God
Before and after of a bike we restored
move in incredible ways through supernatural healing, deliverance, and some
even recommitting their lives to Jesus Christ! We have been able to build deeper relationships and a level of trust with
them during this time.
In June, Alabama and some of the surrounding states entered into faze two, meaning many businesses and churches
were allowed to open back up. With this, we now feel released to going back to doing these outreaches monthly again
starting in June. We will still keep two teams, one going out on the second Sunday and the other on the forth Sunday
to continue maximizing our resources and being a blessing to the homeless community. One thing this quarantine has
reminded us of is that we operate in seasons. Some seasons have been focused more on disaster relief, while others such
as this have been focused more on the homeless community. We have been blown away by the amount of donations and
financial support we’ve received during this time. We absolutely would not have been able to do it with YOU!
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Social media has become
such a powerful tool of
communication. Most of today’s
younger generation would much
rather watch videos instead of
reading about current events.
We also realize that videos are
a great way to show people
first-hand what God is doing
when we are out there in the
streets and on the ground doing
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ministry. So, in addition to our
Facebook page, we have created a YouTube channel called Operation: Lost Sheep where we will be posting videos of outreaches, disaster
relief, testimonies, and ministry trips. I also felt led during the quarantine to do a short, three-part series called “Home Sweet Home”, which
is the message of restoration that we carry across America and share at various churches. This short series has already been loaded to our
page. Check it out, subscribe, and hit the bell to get notifications anytime we make a video!

DISASTER RELIEF IN MICHIGAN

On May 20th, two dams in mid-Michigan
were breached by rain-swollen floodwaters
and thousands of residents were forced to
evacuate. It did not make national news for long,
but I am originally from mid-Michigan (AuGres
and Saginaw) and still have a lot of friends
and family in the surrounding area. I knew the
Lord was telling me to help, but I didn’t know
what to do. I reached out to a few churches
and organizations here locally about possibly
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joining together, but it was a long trip on short
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notice, especially with COVID-19 still going
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on. Then God simply said, “GO!” So, I bought a
plane ticket to Detroit three days in advance with no details worked out except fully
trusting in Him. By the time my plane landed, one friend offered me a place to stay
30 minutes away from the flooding, another offered me their car for the week, and I
also found a local organization through Facebook called Sanford Strong to help put
me to work. On the first day, I served in my hometown of AuGres. The river flooded
over and the homeowner received 2 feet of water. We cut out all the sheetrock and
gutted below that to remove the black mold that had accumulated. After that, my
cousin Russell and I worked for two days in Midland. We mucked out a basement
where the sidewall caved in. The entire basement had been flooded, ruining all of
their furniture and leaving behind 3 feet of mud. We also pulled out the carpet in
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another home. In the final 2 days, I worked at a house in Sanford, which was directly
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across the street from Sanford Lake. The house received 14 feet of water, so we
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had to completely gut out the basement and first floor. For many residents, it is
extremely frustrating times. Most did not have flood insurance (because lakes don’t flood), and FEMA has not brought relief since it was
a manmade disaster and not a natural disaster. On top of it, the rules in Michigan for COVID-19 have been extremely strict and now they
have rioting and looting going on in the major cities. Please continue to pray for the people of mid-Michigan.
America needs Jesus Christ more than ever before. Our nation is lost without Him. We as a country are lacking love and compassion in this
hour. Evangelism cannot be separated from prayer. When we realize the lostness in America (and the world), we will begin to pray into this
spiritual lostness. If we want to be used by God to penetrate this lostness, we need to lean into it with prayer. NOW is the time to show people
what the love of Jesus Christ really looks like. Not with our words, but rather with our actions!
Your prayers and financial support allow us to continue ministering to a lost and broken world, right here in our own back yards. Please
consider partnering with us on a monthly basis.
We are so grateful for you and the opportunity to serve this great country!
Your stateside missionaries,

- Jon & Hayley

operationlostsheep1812@gmail.com
@operationlostsheep
251-979-5429
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